A93 Audio/Midi Setup to get the room working:

When using Stations in A93 it very important that you follow this procedure in order or things may not work properly:

1 – Confirm that inputs 1 and 2 for the Omni are set to “Line”
   – On actual physical Omni unit.

To Use Pro Tools,

2 - Launch Pro Tools

Confirm in the Setup Menu/Playback Engine that HDX is selected. If not, Use drop-down menu and select.

If HDX is not available, close Pro Tools and re-open it. If that still doesn’t fix the issue, restart the computer.

3 - Select HDX and hit OK
4- The next step will be to check hardware setup.

Make sure the “Mon” buttons are selected, they are shown in blue above.

HP is needed to use the Headphone Jack.

Hit OK. You should now be able to hear audio through Mixer, Headphones, speakers, provided the mixer is powered on and Channel 1 and Output are up.
For Logic, Ableton, DP

Avid Core Audio Manager must be active. It should launch automatically when opening Logic.

If you notice after opening Logic that the Icon is not showing in the Dock, close logic and look it in Applications/Utilities Folder

You may need to do steps 2-4 above to get sound, accessing hardware setup through the Core Audio Manager.

Playback engine is only available through Pro Tools.
Once in Logic you may not hear sound, or you may hear distorted sound.

In either case you will need to de-select and re-select HDX from the Audio Preferences.
If HDX is not an option refer back to step 2 above, hardwear setup or playback engine.

Here is the procedure to get Fantom Patches to show up on your tracks in Logic.

Ok, so the first assumption is that after you open Logic, you select New from Template and then select the A93 Template, and save that somewhere with a new name.

Once Open you will want to create a new track and select External Midi.

[Note: For the Fantom, using the details section doesn't work anyway, so it doesn't matter what you chose there. BTW, it does seem to work for the TR-Rack.]

Once the track is created and selected you will want to open the library. It opens to the left, it's the last icon to the left on the control bar - next to the letter "i" with the white circle around it. (the button that toggles the inspector)
The default is always GM Device, so that needs to be changed.

With the library open and track selected you MUST deliberately select:

1 - Fantom X6 Patches
then

2 - Select a Channel

In the Track Inspector you need to change the "+" plus sign for bank to a number

3 - Select a Bank Number (greater than or equal to 0)
then

4 - Select a patch.

(If you don't select a bank other than plus the track will default back to GM, I think).

Don’t forget about Local Control on the Fantom (off/on)

And

Setting Midi Time piece to the correct setting (Seq).
You should now have patches for all banks for that track.

You will have to go through this procedure for each to track.
5 – You may see a dialog box/warning that says “Audio/Midi Not Sync’d

If this happens you’ll need to go to File/Project Settings/Audio
Then change the sample rate to something other than what it is currently set at and then switch it back to what you want.